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Be Safe,
Be Happy,
Be Caring,
Be Ready to
Learn at
home!

Newsletter, November 19th 2020 (Term 4 Week 7)
TOMORROW (FRIDAY) IS A PUPIL FREE DAY. THERE IS NO SCHOOL FOR THE STUDENTS

STUDENTS OF THE WEEK….We’re getting a little bit better at these screenshots!
Prep S – Frankie Bacon for always having a positive attitude to all of her learning and facing challenges with a smile.
Congratulations! Aguer Deng for always being respectful and for singing beautifully during prayer sessions.
Senesh Dharmasundera for an amazing job with fact finding and writing a great information report about Kangaroos.
P/1CE – DJ Perez for fantastic identification of key words in non-fiction texts. Jedidiah Tibebu for being a good listener
today and finishing his work. Talia Ramos for working so hard and having a go at extra challenging tasks.
1/2K – Rafaella Dimitriou for working hard in her number blast group. Lance Padula for the huge improvement in his
reading. Kinsley Chen for working hard on his reading and writing. Zani Pham for excellent work in reading groups.
1/2B – Leo Kaing for trying his best in writing lessons. Well done! Indigo Nguyen for being thoughtful and kind to
everyone in the class and including others in games. Michael Panagiotou for being a kind and friendly member of class
and considering the feelings of others.
3/4TM – Frederik Martinu for working hard to create his electrical circuit. Ethan Everett for setting himself a goal with his
handwriting and working hard. Fiancelle Valentos for working hard and having a positive attitude in maths. Venice Barizo
for putting her best effort into her writing.
3/4F – Theodora Galovich for being considerate to others. Hendrix Rerehau for working hard on his handwriting.
3/4DA – John Wang for applying himself and completing terrific work! Louis Kaing for excellent focussed work all week.
Great job!
5/6P – Jack Carroll for showing great leadership skills and being consistent with all aspects of school life. Ruby Rudd for
her engagement and insightful contributions during reding groups
5/6F – Philip Galovich for his calm nature and sense of maturity which he brings to the classroom. A great role-model!
Cheska Hernandez for being always willing to do her best and asking for support when needed. Keep it up! Kathleen
Kansal for her dedication to learning and self-improvement. 100% effort! Well done!

CELEBRATING SOME PEN LICENCES : Congratulations to the following students :
Ryan Do, Amelia O’Neill, Sena Iwasaki, Ethan Everett, Ivy Nelson and Joy Bagu.

SCHOOL PHOTOS

SCHOOL PHOTOS
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School Photos will be taken on Wednesday 25th November (next Wednesday).
All children are required to be in full summer uniform with black school shoes. If your child
has sport on this day, they can bring their runners to change into.
If parents wish to purchase photos, they must return the cash payment envelope to the office, or
pay online, before photo day. Due to being so close to the end of the year the photographers won't
be accepting any late payments.
HAPPY DIWALI
A very late but nevertheless very sincere Diwali wish for our
Indian families for last weekend.
Have a joyful Diwali! May this Diwali bring you the utmost in
peace and prosperity. May lights triumph over darkness.
... Wishing everyone a very Happy Diwali. Candles to enjoy
life; Decorations to light life; Presents to share success; Fire
Crackers to burn evils; Sweets to sweeten success; And
worship to thank god!
Once again, our thanks go to Shweta Arora who made this
beautiful Diwali display for the staff to enjoy.

ART SMOCKS & LIBRARY BAGS FOR SALE
One of our very talented parents, Laura Nelson who has Ivy in Year 4, makes these wonderful
Art Smocks and Library Bags. For the past couple of years, we have offered them to our new
Prep families and they have been very popular (especially for Christmas presents!) This year
they are on offer to the whole community, however the COVID situation restricts what we can
do. We have set up a small display in the office foyer. If you are interested, they can be
purchased from the office (cash only) or you can place an order with Laura directly.
The smocks cost $25 and the library bags are $15. www.etsy.com/au/shop/purpleivycreations

IMPORTANT
We have a couple of very important reminders. We need all families to take notice please.

1. No student should be at school before 8.30AM unless they have been booked into
OSHCLUB. We are seeing more and more children being dropped off prior to this time.
THERE IS NO SUPERVISION FOR STUDENTS BEFORE 8.30AM IN THE YARD OR THE
CLASSROOMS. Please make sure your child is not arriving at school before 8.30.
2. We have noticed that a few students own ‘smart watches’ which are capable of taking
photos. If your child wears a ‘smart watch’ to school, we will ask them to hand it into the
office in the morning and collect it again before they go home. Just making sure that
everyone’s privacy is respected at all times.
3. ALMOST THE END OF THE YEAR….BUT THERE ARE SOME EXCITING THINGS STILL
IT’S
HAPPENING!
4.
In this miserable year when almost everything has been cancelled it’s great
to be able to announce that CONFIRMATION for some of our Year 6 students
is going ahead, albeit a little differently. We are now able to have 50 people
together in the church!
The Sacrament of Confirmation is taking place on Friday 26th November
at 6.30PM and even though we can’t be with the students to celebrate, I’m sure that you will keep
Ethan Dolbel, Megan Huynh, Joseph Huynh-Vu, Stephanie Montalto, Alyssa Padula,
Ivana Pepdjonovic, Aleksandra Pepdjononvic, Jade Quach, Lily Rawnsley, Zandy Racamadas,
Cooper Rerehau, Finnley Setterfield and Achol Malek in your prayers.
Our Year 5 students are currently preparing for next year when they will be the Leaders of the
School. With that position comes a lot of responsibility by way of 2021 SCHOOL LEADERSHIP
ROLES. Next Tuesday our potential Year 6 Leaders for 2021, will be delivering their election
speeches to the rest of the school (via google meet of course). It is wonderful to see the number of
students who are enthusiastic and passionate to lead our school next year. We wish them all the
best of luck!
And lastly, today we said hello to a handful of our new preps
for next year. Sadly our orientation program has had to be
drastically cut back but we were allowed to have this little visit,
which brought a smile to our faces and showed the little ones
what ‘big school’ looks like on th inside!

A message from Victoria School Guide :

Important information for parents

In 2020 many parents will still need to make decisions regarding their child's secondary
education for 2021 and beyond.
To assist in your decision making and as we are environmentally conscious and mindful
of being contact free during this current health crisis, we have provided below a direct
link to the 2020 edition of the Secondary Education Guide. We encourage parents to use
this link which is a useful digital resource tool to aid in your decision.

CLICK HERE: https://victoriaschoolguides.starcommunity.com.au/...
Should any of our parent community require a hard copy version of this guide, please
have them contact me directly and we can organise postage.
Kind regards
Katrina Mihai
Manager - Victoria School Guides
A division of Star News Group
P: (03) 5945 0693
M: 0400 887 424 at anytime
E: katrina.mihai@starnewsgroup.com.au
W: www.victoriaschoolguides.starcommunity.com.au

Let them hear the process
Giving a child or young person insight into your thinking is a powerful parenting strategy. Sharing your struggles and mess ups
with kids in age-appropriate ways takes vulnerability and promotes empathy. It takes courage to share a comment such as, “I
keep putting myself down, which is not helpful. I’ve got to talk to myself as if I’m talking to someone I love.” Disclosing this type
of self-talk is only useful if it’s done in a safe, matter of fact way and a child is comfortable with the message.
Self-kindness means acting compassionately toward yourself when you are struggling to meet your own expectations, meeting
with unexpected difficulties and/or met with failure. It’s time to drop the stiff upper lip, put aside the strict schedule and stop
berating yourself. Instead say to yourself, “This is really tough right now. How can I take some comfort and look after myself?”
This is a message worth modelling particularly, if you are living with a perfectionist or a child with tendencies toward anxiety.

LATE NEWS!! There is a mountain of unnamed and unclaimed school jumpers and
jackets in lost property and it’s almost taking over our sickbay area. So next Monday and
Tuesday they will be displayed out the front of the school office (Drummartin St) for anyone
to claim.

